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1 Challenges

Overview
Lead-in Vocabulary: Challenges

1.1 Can do: Discuss your language-
learning experiences

Grammar: Verbs/adjectives/nouns 
with prepositions

Vocabulary: Learning languages

Reading: Great language learners

Listening: Language learning

1.2 Can do: Say how much you know/
don’t know about things

Grammar: Passives: distancing

Vocabulary: Knowledge

Speaking and pronunciation: 
How to… say how much you know/
don’t know
Word stress (1)
Listening: Who did it first?

Reading: News headlines

1.3 Can do: Talk about your achievements

Grammar: Perfect aspect

Vocabulary: Achievement

Speaking and pronunciation: 
How to… talk about an achievement

Reading: Ambitious people

Listening: Challenging activities

Vocabulary Prefixes

Communication Respond in detail to a questionnaire

Writing bank Write a promotional leaflet
How to… write a promotional leaflet/
promote something

Extra resources ActiveTeach and ActiveBook

CEFR Can do objectives
1.1 Discuss your language-learning experiences
1.2 Say how much you know/don’t know about things
1.3 Talk about your achievements
Communication Respond in detail to a questionnaire
Writing bank Write a promotional leaflet

CEFR Portfolio ideas
a) Think about your best and worst experiences of learning 

English or another foreign language. Discuss your experiences 
with others.

b) How has your life changed because you can speak English 
well? Write about your achievements in a short article.

c) Write ten quiz questions about different topics. Try the quiz 
with other people.

d) Prepare a website for a business which you know well. Explain 
the services offered by the business or the items they sell. 
Think about the questions that customers will ask. Make them 
feel confident about using the business. 

Lead-in

OPTIONAL WARMER

Write the word challenge on the board. In pairs, Ss write 
a definition of the word. Ss read out their definitions to 
the rest of the class. Ss then decide, as a class, which of 
the definitions is the best. Write the following questions 
on the board for the Ss to discuss in pairs: 
1 What challenges did you face as a child/teenager?
2 What challenges do you face now as an adult?
3 What was the last challenge you faced? Were you 

successful?
Get feedback from different pairs.

1  Focus Ss’ attention on the photos. In pairs, Ss discuss 
the different challenges illustrated in each one. Ss can then 
tell their partners if they have ever faced challenges like 
the ones shown and if these are the types of challenges 
they are likely to face in the future. Get feedback from the 
whole class.

2  Ss match sentence beginnings 1–8 to endings a–h. 
Let them compare with a partner. Check Ss’ answers as a 
class and make sure that Ss understand the meaning of the 
underlined phrases.

Answers
1 c
2 f
3 g

4 e
5 a
6 h

7 d
8 b

3  Ask Ss to discuss the questions in groups of three 
or four. Encourage Ss to use the phrases from exercise 2 
where possible. Monitor the conversations carefully for 
errors. Get feedback from the whole class and write any 
errors the Ss have made on the board. Ask different Ss 
to correct the errors. Finally, focus Ss’ attention on any 
interesting language they used in the conversation, and 
congratulate them on its use.

EXTEND THE LEAD-IN

Focus Ss’ attention on the four photos again. In pairs, Ss 
rank the challenges that the photos illustrate in order of 
difficulty. Ask Ss to work with a different student so that 
they are working with a new partner. Ss explain the order 
they have chosen to their new partners, giving reasons. 
Get feedback from various Ss, then get the whole class 
to try and decide on an order. This may start a debate 
between Ss as to whether a physical, mental or emotional 
challenge is the most difficult. If such a discussion starts, 
do not push for all Ss to agree on an order.
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1.1 Polyglots

In this lesson, Ss read a text about famous polyglots. 
They go on to look at vocabulary from a text about 
learning languages. They listen to a person talking about 
his experiences as a language learner. Ss then look at 
prepositions which collocate with different verbs, nouns 
and adjectives.

OPTIONAL WARMER

In the previous lesson, or for homework prior to the 
lesson, ask Ss to do some research either using the 
Internet or an encyclopaedia. The topic is languages 
around the world. Ss find interesting facts about, for 
example, which language is spoken by the most/least 
people, the language spoken in an obscure country, etc. 
Ss bring their facts to the next class, and in pairs, create 
a quiz from their facts. Ss ask another pair their quiz 
questions and note the score. Get feedback from the 
whole class by asking which pair got the highest score 
and which quiz was the most difficult.

Reading

A polyglot is a person who has a high degree of 
proficiency in several languages. For different reasons, 
it can be very difficult to calculate accurately how many 
languages a person speaks. Perhaps most importantly, 
it is very difficult to define what it actually means to 
speak a language. For example, a four-year-old Spanish 
girl would usually be considered able to speak Spanish 
fluently, but may not have as accurate a command of the 
subjunctive as a foreign student of the language. There 
have been many famous people who have been credited 
with being polyglots. James Joyce, the author of Ulysses, 
reputedly spoke 13 languages, including Danish, Dutch, 
French and Irish. J.R.R. Tolkien, the author of The Lord of 
the Rings, apparently also knew 13 languages. Pope John 
Paul II learned as many as 11 languages in his lifetime.

1  Ask Ss to discuss questions 1–4 in pairs or small 
groups. Get feedback and discuss Ss’ ideas as a class. 

2a  Focus Ss’ attention on questions 1–6. Ss read 
through the questions first, then read the article and 
answer the questions. Tell Ss not to worry about any words 
or expressions they don’t know, as you will deal with any 
difficult vocabulary later.

b  Ss compare their answers with a partner. Check the 
answers, and the paragraphs they are found in, with the 
class.

Suggested answers
1 He mingled with the international community on a trip 

to Russia.
2 He came from a multilingual family. His father was 

also a linguist.
3 They have a talent similar to that of a musician.

4 It can be easy if you already know related language.
5 ‘Garbling’ languages (getting them confused). They 

may start speaking in one language and accidentally 
drift into another language.

6 Bonuses: he has appeared on television, and was 
able to help the police to identify the nationality of a 
man. Problems: he was suspected of being a terrorist 
because he spoke Chinese and Russian. 

 Ask Ss if there are any words or phrases from the text 
that they don’t understand. Encourage Ss to answer each 
others’ questions or consult a dictionary before you explain 
the vocabulary to the class.

3  Focus Ss’ attention on the questions. Ss discuss 
the questions in pairs or small groups. Get feedback 
from various Ss and discuss the Ss’ ideas with the whole 
class. Finally, write any errors from the Ss’ discussions in 
exercises 1 and 2 on the board. Look at the errors with the 
class and encourage different Ss to correct them. Focus Ss’ 
attention to any interesting language that they have used 
and praise them on its use.

Vocabulary | learning languages

4  Ss cover definitions a–h. In pairs, Ss discuss the 
meaning of words and expressions 1–8. They can look 
back at the article if necessary and try to work out the 
meaning from the context. Ss then uncover definitions 
a–h and match them to the words and expressions. Get 
Ss to compare their answers with another pair. Check the 
answers with the whole class. 

Answers
1 e
2 b
3 g

4 h
5 f
6 d

7 a
8 c

5a  Ss use the words and expressions from exercise 4 
to complete sentences 1–8. Check the answers with the 
whole class.

Answers
1 It’s easy to let foreign languages slide if you don’t use 

them regularly.
2 In many countries, people can understand the 

standard form of their language and also a local 
dialect.

3 The best way to pick up new vocabulary is by reading 
a lot.

4 It may be impossible to master a foreign language 
completely.

5 For most students, more than ten new words per 
lesson equals information overload.

6 Many language learners find that native speakers 
speak unintelligibly – they use lots of idioms and 
colloquial expressions.

7 When babies babble, they are imitating adult 
language.

8 If you know three or more languages, you’re more 
likely to garble your words. 
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8a  Focus Ss on the Active grammar box. Ss underline 
the preposition in examples 1–5. Ss then decide what type 
of word each preposition follows (a verb, an adjective or 
a noun). Point out that there is sometimes more than one 
preposition in each example.

Active grammar

1 succeeded in (verb)
2 stems from (verb); joy of (noun)
3 benefi ted from (verb)
4 nervous about (adjective)
5 diffi cult to (adjective); distinguish between (verb)

b  Focus Ss on rules A and B in the Active grammar box. 
Ss answer the questions and then compare their answers 
with a partner. Check answers with the whole class. Then 
draw Ss’ attention to the Reference on page 19. Give Ss 
time to read through the section relating to this language 
point. Answer any questions that might arise. Alternatively, 
Ss could read this for homework. 

Active grammar

A
1 learning Swedish, Sanskrit and Persian
2 the joy of solving the puzzle
3 the fact that he came from a multilingual family
4 garbling their languages
5 distinguish between related languages 

B
sentences 1 and 4

9a  Organise Ss into groups of three or four. In their 
groups, Ss complete sentences 1–10 with the correct 
prepositions from the box. Tell Ss that if there are any 
expressions they haven’t seen before they can check them 
in their dictionaries. Check answers with the whole class.

Answers
 1 in
 2 for
 3 from
 4 in
 5 with

 6 from
 7 to
 8 about
 9 about
 10 from

b  In pairs, Ss match questions 1–10 from exercise 9a 
to possible answers a–j. Ss compare their answers with 
another pair. Check answers with the whole class.

Answers
 1 c
 2 f
 3 i
 4 h
 5 e

 6 a
 7 d
 8 b
 9 j
 10 g

b  Ss tick the sentences that they agree with. Ss 
compare their ideas with a partner. Get feedback from the 
different pairs and discuss the sentences with the whole 
class.

Listening

OPTIONAL WARMER

Ask Ss to look at questions 1–5 in exercise 6a. Ask Ss 
to make notes about these areas, focusing on their own 
experiences as language learners. Ask Ss to exchange 
this information with a partner. Get feedback from 
various Ss. Then get Ss to tell the class about their 
partner’s language-learning experiences. Decide, with 
the class, who has had the most interesting language-
learning experiences, and which of the Ss speaks the 
most useful languages. Tell Ss that they are going 
to listen to someone talking about his language-
learning experiences.

6a   1.02 Focus Ss on questions 1–5. Now play the 
recording. Ss listen to Mark Spina talking about his 
experiences as a language learner, and make notes on 
each of the questions. 

b  Play the recording again. Ss compare their answers 
with a partner.

Answers
1 seven
2 classes, travel (for example, he spent a lot of time in 

Russia) and private study 
3 memory training, watching fi lms in their original 

language, sticking lists of words around the house 
4 He loves languages. 
5 Occasionally it gets confusing. He’s speaking in one 

language and suddenly a word from another language 
slips out.

7  Ss discuss if they have any similar experiences of 
language learning to Mark Spina.

Grammar |  verbs/adjectives/nouns with 
prepositions

OPTIONAL GRAMMAR LEAD-IN

Write the following verbs on the board: mingle, work, 
ask. Organise Ss into groups of three to think of 
prepositions that can collocate with each verb. Ss then 
share their ideas with another group. Get feedback from 
different groups and write Ss’ ideas on the board. Now 
get Ss to scan the article on pages 8–9 quickly to check 
which prepositions collocate with these verbs. Finally, 
discuss with the class how they might be able to keep a 
record in their notebooks of words and their dependent 
prepositions.
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1.2 Famous firsts

In this lesson, Ss look at expressions for saying how much 
they know/don’t know about things. Ss do a quiz about 
the first people to do important things, and look at the 
grammar of passives. They listen to some news headlines 
before going on to write a news bulletin.

OPTIONAL WARMER

Make sure that Ss are familiar with the concept of a 
‘famous first’, giving examples if necessary. Ss decide 
what they consider to be the most important ‘famous 
first’ in history. Ask Ss to work in groups of four to share 
their ideas and justify their choices. Each group should 
try to reach agreement about what the most important 
‘famous first’ is. Re-group Ss into new groups of four to 
share their ideas with three Ss from different groups. Get 
feedback and ask the class to try to agree on the three 
most important ‘famous firsts’ in history.

Vocabulary | knowledge

1  Ss choose the correct words in sentences 1–12. Ss 
compare answers with a partner. Check answers with the 
class.

Answers
 1 a clue
 2 head
 3 I don’t know 
 4 heard
 5 hand
 6 sure

 7 by
 8 out
 9 next
 10 idea
 11 certain
 12 positive

2a  Ss put the underlined expressions from exercise 1 
into the correct section of the How to… box. Ss compare 
their answers with a partner. Check answers with the whole 
class.

Answers
I know
I’m pretty sure
I know it like the back of 

my hand 
I know it by heart
I know it inside out
I’m fairly certain it is
I’m positive it is

I don’t know
I haven’t a clue
I don’t know off the top of 

my head
I don’t know offhand
I’ve never heard of him
I know next to nothing 

about it
I haven’t the faintest idea

Speaking
10a  Ss work in pairs to discuss questions 1–10 from 
exercise 9a and the suggested answers from exercise 
9b. They decide if the answers are true for them or not, 
explaining why/why not. Monitor the conversations and 
take note of any important errors.

b  Get feedback and ask various Ss to tell the class 
what they have found out about their partners. Write any 
important errors you have heard on the board and ask 
different Ss to correct them.

OPTIONAL EXTENSION

Ask Ss to suggest five methods they think are the best to 
improve their level of English. Ss compare their ideas with 
a partner and explain why they think the methods they 
have chosen are the best. Ss then compare ideas with 
another pair. Get feedback from different pairs and discuss 
as a class which of the methods are the most practical 
and why.
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Answers
1a) Alberto Santos Dumont or b) the Wright brothers
2b) Alexander Graham Bell or c) Antonio Meucci 
3a) Robert Peary or perhaps b) Frederick Cook
4a) Edison
5b) Uruguay
6b) New Zealand
7c) Naomi James
8c) Greece

b  Ss discuss the questions in pairs. Monitor 
conversations and take note of errors. Get feedback and 
discuss Ss’ ideas with the whole class. Finally, write errors 
you took note of earlier on the board. Ask different Ss to 
correct the errors.

Answers
Photo 1: the fi rst person to reach the North Pole
Photo 2: the fi rst woman to sail solo around the world via 

Cape Horn
Photo 3: the fi rst country which allowed women to vote
Photo 4: the fi rst football World Cup

Grammar | passives: distancing

OPTIONAL GRAMMAR LEAD-IN

Ask Ss to share with a partner what they can remember 
about Ziad Fazah from the article on pages 8–9. 
Get feedback from various Ss, then write the following 
sentence on the board. People from different countries 
tested his linguistic abilities on TV programmes. Under 
this sentence write: His linguistic abilities … Ask the 
class to complete the second sentence so that it has the 
same meaning as the fi rst sentence. If Ss cannot produce 
the correct answer, write it on the board: His linguistic 
abilities were tested by people from different countries. 
Ask Ss what the difference between the two sentences is 
(sentence 1 is active, sentence 2 is passive). In pairs, Ss 
discuss how the passive is formed and why it is used in 
English. Focus Ss’ attention on the use of by to include 
the agent, or ‘doer’, in a passive sentence.

5a  Focus Ss on the Active grammar box and give them 
time to read through and underline the passives. 

Active grammar

1 Santos Dumont was widely believed to have fl own the 
fi rst plane.

2 He’s said to be the fi rst person to have owned a fl ying 
machine.

3 It’s commonly assumed that Bell invented the 
telephone.

4 In 2003, fi les were discovered which suggest that 
Philipp Reis had invented the phone.

5 The cheering of the crowd is said to have been the 
loudest noise ever heard in Uruguay.

6 It is often thought that rugby and sheep are the main 
claims to fame for New Zealand.

b  In pairs Ss discuss the questions. Get feedback from 
the whole class.

Suggested answers
I’m pretty sure means ‘I’m quite certain’.
I don’t know off the top of my head and I don’t know 
offhand are similar. They mean ‘I can’t tell you the answer 
now (without looking for the relevant information)’.
We use I’ve never heard of ... when we don’t recognise 
the name of the thing mentioned (it could be a person, an 
object, a place, etc.).
We use next to nothing when we recognise the name of 
the subject, but know almost nothing about it/him/her. 
We use this expression in response to a ‘What do you 
know about ...?’ question, or in the expression ‘I know 
next to nothing about it.’
I know it like the back of my hand is often used to talk 
about a place, while I know it inside out is often used 
to talk about a subject. I know it by heart is used for 
something we have memorised, perhaps a poem or a 
speech.
The strongest are: I know it like the back of my hand, 
I know it by heart, I know it inside out, I haven’t a clue, 
I haven’t the faintest idea. 
The expressions with a similar meaning are: I know it 
like the back of my hand, I know it by heart and I know it 
inside out. They mean ‘I know it extremely well’. 

Speaking
3  Ss ask a partner how much they know or don’t know 
about the quiz questions. To encourage Ss to use the 
language in the How to… box, tell Ss that each time they 
use an expression, they should put a tick next to it. Monitor 
the conversations for use of the expressions. Get feedback 
from the whole class and discuss which of the expressions 
they used when answering the quiz. Don’t confi rm any 
answers about the quiz at this point.

OPTIONAL EXTENSION

Ask Ss to think about what they know or don’t know 
about other Ss in the class. Ss write down one thing they 
think they know and one thing they don’t know about fi ve 
other Ss in the class. Ss then mingle and tell these Ss 
how much they know or don’t know using the expressions 
from the How to… box. 

Listening
4a   1.03 Explain to Ss that they are going to listen to 
extracts from a radio programme to check their answers to 
the quiz. Play the recording. Ss listen and check. 

The fi rst woman to sail solo around the world was 
Krystyna Chojnowska-Liskiewicz, in 1976. She completed 
the journey in 401 days. Three years later, Naomi James 
sailed around the world in 272 days via Cape Horn.
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c  Ss compare what they have written with a partner. 
Refer Ss to audioscript 1.04 on page 167 so they can 
compare what they have written with the actual headlines. 
Discuss with Ss what problems they had and why they 
think they had these problems. Common issues may 
include weak forms, other features of connected speech, or 
the speed of the speaker.

Pronunciation | word stress (1)

8a  Focus Ss again on the headlines in bold in 
audioscript 1.04 on page 167. In pairs, they identify which 
are the content words, and which are the function words.

Suggested answers

Content words
conservation, institute, United States, produced, wild 
kittens, cross-breeding cloned adult cats
American millionaire, succeeded, long-held ambition, 
circumnavigate, world, balloon
fi nally, story, man, entered, record books, world’s most 
renowned eater, burgers

Function words
A, in the, has, by
An, has, in his, to, the, in a
And, the, of a, who has, the, as the, of

b   1.05 Play the recording again. Ss listen to the 
headlines and underline the stressed words. Point out to 
Ss that we usually stress content words. We do not usually 
stress function words.

c  Ss repeat the headlines, stressing the sentences 
naturally. 

Writing and speaking
9  In pairs, Ss discuss questions 1–3. Monitor 
conversations for errors. Get feedback from different pairs. 
Write errors you have heard on the board and ask Ss to 
correct them. 

10a  Ask Ss to work in pairs to choose one of the 
cartoons. Tell Ss that they are going to write a news 
bulletin based on the cartoon they have chosen. Before 
Ss start writing, review the passive constructions for 
distancing facts and write them on the board. Monitor what 
Ss are writing, helping where necessary. Make sure that Ss 
include passive constructions in their bulletins.

b  Give Ss time to practise reading their news bulletins 
with their partners. As you monitor, encourage Ss to 
concentrate on stress patterns.

c  Ss read their bulletins to the rest of the class. Give 
praise for attempts to use correct stress patterns. These 
could be recorded on audio or video for later evaluation.

11  Focus Ss’ attention on the Lifelong learning box. 
Ask Ss to work with a partner to think about watching 
or listening to the news in English. Get feedback from 
various Ss. 

b  Focus Ss on rules A–C in the Active grammar box and 
ask them to decide whether each is true or false.

Active grammar

A T
B F
C T

c  In pairs, Ss discuss the question in relation to 
examples 1–6 in the Active grammar box. Then, refer Ss to 
the Reference on page 19. Give Ss time to read through the 
notes. 

Active grammar

The passive is used in these examples to distance the 
speaker from the statements made. They are not the 
speaker’s own opinion, and in some cases, it is not 100% 
certain that the information is correct.

6  In pairs, Ss complete sentences 1–8. Make sure that 
students use the verbs in brackets. Ss compare answers 
with another pair. Check answers with the whole class and 
write the correct sentences on the board.

Answers
1 seems as
2 is thought to have
3 is asserted
4 was assumed

5 was claimed
6 are believed to have
7 was reported
8 is (now) believed

Listening

OPTIONAL WARMER

With a monolingual class, ask Ss to tell you what is 
happening in the news in their country at the moment. 
With a multilingual class, Ss can tell a partner what is 
happening in the news in their countries. Get feedback 
from different pairs.

7a   1.04 Tell Ss they are going to hear some radio 
news headlines about different achievements. Play the 
recording and ask Ss to take notes about the achievements 
mentioned. Ss compare their ideas with a partner.

Answers
the breeding of cloned wild animals
American millionaire circumnavigates the world in 
a balloon
Don Gorske has entered the record books for having 
eaten over 15,000 Big Macs

b   1.05 Play the recording. Ss listen to the headlines 
and write down exactly what they hear.
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Other information 
B: She has a forceful personality, and believes in herself. 
She was very young when she fell in love with motor 
racing. Her father told her to wait until she was seven to 
learn to drive. Naylor believes Bia is comparable to his 
other protégés, such as Rubens Barrichello. 
C: At ten, he was mixing with delinquents – his father 
thought he might end up shooting someone. His father 
would have liked to take up ballet, but didn’t have the 
opportunity. Carlos didn’t understand ballet at first, but 
later realised he was very good at it – in spite of missing 
classes. He says ballet was his ‘destiny’.

3  Pair Ss so that Ss A are working with Ss B. Ss swap 
information about their texts (from looking at their notes, 
not the texts), and complete the table with any missing 
information. Ss then decide with their partners if there are 
similarities between the two stories and then discuss the 
similarities as a class.

4  Put Ss in pairs. Ss discuss questions 1–4. Re-group 
Ss so that they are working in new pairs with different 
Ss. Ss report what they have discussed. Monitor the 
conversations for important errors and interesting 
language Ss use. Get feedback from the whole class. 
Write important errors you have heard on the board and 
encourage Ss to correct them. Finally, write up examples of 
interesting language Ss have used.

Vocabulary | achievement

5a  Focus Ss’ attention on words and expressions 1–8. 
Ask Ss to discuss in pairs the meaning of the vocabulary. 
Encourage Ss to use the context of the articles on page 
15 and page 147 to help work out the meaning of the 
vocabulary. Get feedback by asking various Ss to explain the 
meaning of the words and expressions to the whole class.

OPTIONAL VARIATION

Write the headwords from exercise 5a (head, pursue, deal 
with, etc.) in a column on the left-hand side of the board. 
Write the expressions in brackets (straight for the top, 
etc.) in a separate column on the right-hand side of the 
board in a different order. Get Ss to work in pairs to match 
the headwords with the expressions in the right-hand 
column. Get feedback, and ask one student from each 
pair to come to the board and connect the words and 
expressions. Then ask Ss to write an example sentence 
for each word/expression. Ss compare sentences with 
a partner. Monitor and note any good examples. Write 
these on the board and give praise to Ss who wrote them.

b  Ss complete sentences 1–8 using the words and 
expressions from exercise 5a. Ss compare their answers 
with a partner. Check the answers with the whole class.

Answers
1 potential
2 deal
3 pursued

4 facing
5 believe in
6 persevered

7 heading
8 push

1.3 Burning ambitions

In this lesson, Ss look at different activities and discuss 
if they are generally done better by men or by women. Ss 
read different texts about people and swap information 
about what they have read. Ss listen to people who have 
achieved difficult things and through this context look at 
the grammar of the perfect aspect. Ss also prepare a talk 
about their greatest achievement.

OPTIONAL WARMER

Ss make a list of four activities that they do well and 
four activities that they do badly. In pairs, Ss compare 
their lists and explain why they are good or bad at the 
activities.

Reading
1  In pairs, Ss discuss the questions. Monitor 
conversations for errors. Get feedback from the class and 
write any important errors you have heard on the board. 
Try and elicit the correct forms from Ss before correcting 
them yourself. Discuss the danger of stereotyping with the 
whole class.

2  Put Ss in two groups, A and B. Ss A read the text on 
page 15. Ss B read the text on page 147. While reading, 
Ss make notes on questions 1–5. If Ss have any questions 
about vocabulary, explain that this will be addressed later 
in the lesson.

 When Ss have finished, they can check what they have 
written in their groups.

Suggested answers
B = Bia Figueiredo
C = Carlos Acosta
What is/was their ambition?
B: to be a Formula One driver
C: to reach the final of the Prix de Lausanne 
To what extent have they achieved it?
B: She is competing in the Brazilian Formula Renault 
Championship.
C: He won the Grand Prix and the Gold Medal at the Paris 
Ballet.
What challenges have they faced?
B: chauvinism, money problems, time constraints when 
she was studying
C: prejudice (boys don’t do ballet), fighting and teasing 
from boys at school. He was brought up in a rough suburb 
in Havana. 
Who has helped them achieve their ambitions? How?
B: her father – he has both encouraged and financed 
her ambition; her mechanic and mentor. He has coached 
other great drivers.
C: his father – enrolled him in the National Ballet School. 
When the school threw Carlos out, his father went to speak 
for him, and pushed him to stay with ballet as a good 
career. His teacher, Ramona – she ‘persevered’ with him.
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Active grammar

1 I’ve always run, but just for myself. (Present Perfect)
2 Next week I’ll have been here for three months. 

(Future Perfect)
3 I’d always thought it would be great to cycle across a 

whole country. (Past Perfect)

 Focus Ss’ attention on the Reference on page 19. Give Ss 
time to read through the notes. 

9a  Focus Ss’ attention on sentences 1–8. In pairs, Ss 
correct the sentences. Check answers with the whole class. 

Answers
1 Jake, this is my friend Amy, who I’ve known for 

absolutely ages. (I’ve been knowing is incorrect – we 
don’t use the continuous form with a state verb) 

2 I asked what had happened, but nobody could tell me. 
(had been happened is incorrect – we need the active, 
not the passive form here)

3 I chose this school because I’d heard it was the best. 
(need to use a past participle to form the Past Perfect 
tense)

4 He should have fi nished by the time we get back. 
(should have fi nish is incorrect – the Future Perfect 
requires the past participle)

5 Before I came to the US, I had never been abroad. (never 
been abroad is incorrect – it needs an auxiliary verb)

6 I’m so exhausted. I’ve been working hard all week. (I’m 
so ... I’d been is incorrect – we can only use the Past 
Perfect with another past tense)

7 By the time she retires, she’ll have been working there 
for more than 50 years. (she’ll have be working is 
incorrect – the Future Perfect Continuous requires been 
+ ing)

8 I’ll phone you as soon as we have arrived. (we will have 
arrived is incorrect – we do not use will in time clauses) 

b   1.07 Play the recording. Ss check their answers.

c  In pairs, Ss practise saying the sentences in pairs. Ask 
different Ss to say the sentences for the rest of the class.

Listening
6  Put Ss in pairs to discuss the questions. Monitor 
conversations and take note of errors and interesting 
language Ss use.

 Get feedback from various groups and discuss with the 
whole class how diffi cult it would be achieve the different 
things. Write errors you have heard in the conversations on 
the board. In pairs, Ss correct the errors. Get feedback from 
various pairs and write the correct forms on the board. 
Focus Ss’ attention on any interesting language they used 
in the conversations.

OPTIONAL VARIATION

Put Ss in groups of three. Tell Ss to rank the activities 
in order of diffi culty but that they should not agree with 
the other Ss in their group. They should try to convince 
the other Ss of their point of view. Give Ss a few minutes 
to think about what they are going to say, then let them 
start the discussion. Monitor the different groups closely, 
listening especially for any expressions for disagreeing 
that the Ss use. Get feedback from the whole class. 

7   1.06 Tell Ss that they are going to listen to different 
people talking about the things they have achieved. Ss 
read the questions. Play the recording. Ss answer the 
questions.

 Give Ss time to compare their answers with a partner. 
Play the recording again. Check answers with the whole 
class.

Answers
1 Speaker 1: raised money for a good cause by helping 

to organise and taking part in a long-distance cycle 
ride.

 Speaker 2: is doing volunteer work abroad teaching 
English to children in a remote village.

 Speaker 3: ran a marathon.
2 Speaker 1: It was a fantastic learning experience, and 

they were pleased they’d accomplished something 
important and raised lots of money.

 Speaker 2: It’s been an amazing experience and he’s 
learnt a lot.

 Speaker 3: It was great and felt like a major 
achievement; a fantastic run and a good atmosphere.

3 Speaker 1: It was very tough cycling, especially in 
Spain against the heat. 

 Speaker 2: He’d never left Europe or done any 
teaching before. It was a real culture shock initially.
Speaker 3: She had to train really hard; she’d never 
done any training like that before.

Grammar | perfect aspect

8  Focus Ss’ attention on the Active grammar box. Give 
Ss time to read through the notes in the box. Ss underline 
the perfect tense in each sentence (1–3) and identify each 
tense. Ss compare their answers with another student. 
Check answers with the class.
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1 Vocabulary | Prefixes

In this lesson, Ss look at different prefixes and the effect 
they have on root words.

OPTIONAL WARMER

Put Ss in two groups, A and B. Tell group A that they love 
football and group B that they are totally anti-football. 
Give the groups five minutes to think of reasons to 
support their points of view. Put Ss in pairs, so that  
Ss A are working with Ss B. Ss then try and convince 
their partner of their point of view. Get feedback from 
the whole class and discuss if football receives too much 
attention nowadays. 

1a  Ss read through the story and underline the 12 
prefixes. Ss compare their answers with a partner. Check 
answers with the whole class and write the words with the 
prefixes on the board.

Answers
multi-talented, semi-professional, sub-standard, 
unimpressive, superhuman, arch-rivals, overcautious, 
under-prepared, single-handedly, outplayed, misfired, 
irrelevant

b  Ss read the story again and answer questions 1–4. 

Answers
1 multi, super, over, out
2 sub, under
3 semi
4 sub, un, over, under, out, mis, ir

c  Ss compare their answers with a partner. Check 
answers with the whole class.

Answers 
1 not (not decisive)
2 not (not possible)
3 single (single-syllabic)
4 not (not motivated)

2  Ask Ss to work in pairs to complete the sentences 
with the root words in brackets and a prefix. Tell Ss that 
they may have to change the form of the root word to fit 
the context of the sentence. Ss compare their answers with 
another pair. Check answers with the whole class.

Answers
1 misunderstood 
2 unaware 
3 semi-retired
4 outnumbered
5 overweight
6 underestimated

Speaking
10  Focus Ss’ attention on the How to… box. In pairs, 
Ss complete the sentences with the words from the box. 
Check answers with the whole class.

Answers
1 We decided to organise …
2 I didn’t know what to expect
3 The whole thing was quite a challenge.
4 It exceeded my expectations.

11a  Give Ss time to think about what they consider to 
be their greatest achievement. Ss make notes using the 
language from the How to… box. 

b  Ss tell the whole class about their achievement. 
Monitor the language used by Ss and take note of 
errors. When all the Ss have finished talking about their 
achievements, write important errors on the board. In 
pairs, Ss correct the errors. Focus Ss’ attention on any 
interesting language used and correct use of language 
from the How to… box, and congratulate them on its use.
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1 Communication

In this lesson, Ss do a questionnaire to see if they are the 
type of person who likes challenges or not. 

OPTIONAL WARMER

Write the following questions on the board: 
1 What type of magazine can you fi nd questionnaires in?
2 Do you ever answer questionnaires in magazines? 
Why/Why not? Ss discuss the questions with their 
partners and whether they believe the results of 
questionnaires in magazines. Get feedback from 
different pairs and tell Ss they are going to answer 
a questionnaire.

1a  Individually, Ss do the questionnaire by choosing 
answers a, b or c for each question. Monitor to check that 
Ss understand the vocabulary in the questionnaire. If there 
are any unknown words, encourage them to answer each 
others’ questions before you explain the words to them.

 When the Ss have fi nished answering the questions, 
they can share their answers with a partner and explain 
why they have chosen them. Get feedback from different 
pairs.

 Ss then work with a partner to add another question 
to the questionnaire. Help Ss as necessary and check the 
questions Ss are writing. Ss can decide what each of the 
answers would say about the personality of a person doing 
the questionnaire.

 Ss ask other Ss in the class the extra question they have 
written and tell them what their answers mean about their 
personality. 

b   1.08 Play the recording. Ss check their answers. 

c  Ss then discuss with a partner if they agree/disagree 
with the information in the recording.

2  Put Ss in different groups so that they are working 
with new partners. In their groups, Ss discuss questions 
1–4. Monitor the conversations for important errors and 
any interesting language Ss use.

 Get feedback from various groups. Finally, write any 
important errors on the board. In pairs, Ss correct the 
errors. Get feedback from different pairs and write the 
correct forms on the board. 

3a  Focus Ss’ attention on the opposites in 1–5. In 
pairs, Ss discuss the meaning of the words and the effect 
the prefi xes have on the root word. Ss mark on scales 1–5 
where they think they fi t best.

b  Ss compare their position on the scales with other 
Ss and explain why they have completed the scales in this 
way. Get feedback from the whole class.
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xx1 2

Overview
Lead-in Vocabulary: Communities

2.1 Can do: Give advice/make 
recommendations about places

Grammar: Verb patterns (1)

Speaking and pronunciation: 
How to… give advice/make 
recommendations about places
Reading: Community life

Listening: Living abroad

2.2 Can do: Distinguish between, and 
use, features of formal and informal 
language

Grammar: Comparatives (review)

Speaking and pronunciation: 
How to… recognise features of 
informal language
Listening: Using the Internet

Reading: The Internet’s largest 
encyclopaedia

2.3 Can do: Describe a place

Grammar: Introductory it

Vocabulary: Adjectives to describe 
places

Reading: Three places

Vocabulary Phrasal verbs

Communication Present ideas clearly in an informal 
context

Writing bank Write a formal email
How to… write a formal email

Extra resources ActiveTeach and ActiveBook

1 Writing bank

1  Focus Ss’ attention on the leaflet. Ss answer the 
questions. Get feedback from the whole class. 

Answers
1 language courses
2 all over Europe, courses begin on the first Monday of 

each month
3 over 20 years
4 dedicated teachers, lecturers and historians, with an 

average of 15 years’ experience in the classroom

2  In pairs, Ss answer the questions. Get feedback from 
the whole class. 

Answer
e

3  Focus Ss’ attention on the How to… box. Ss find more 
expressions from the leaflet. 

Suggested answers
Use a clear layout with subheadings for the key points: 

About us; Dates; Staff; Prices; What they say about 
us; Contact

Write clearly and concisely and use lists: You can learn 
Italian language and culture in Rome; Spanish 
language and culture in Madrid; Russian language 
and culture in Moscow and many more

Use positive language: outstanding staff; dedicated 
teachers

Include a slogan: Courses that change your life!
Include recommendations/testimonials: An excellent 

service to students all over Europe; Simply the best 
value for money in language and culture courses

Give reasons why the product/service/event is special: … 
we have branches in 18 major cities in Europe; with an 
average of 15 years’ experience in the classroom

Include contact details: email: languageculture@LL.org

4a  Individually, Ss plan and then write a leaflet for a 
course or event. Encourage Ss to use the topics from the 
How to… box. Go round and monitor Ss who need any help 
with the planning or writing stages. 

b  In pairs, Ss read each others’ leaflets. Encourage 
them to make positive comments on their partner’s work, 
and to give constructive criticism if the leaflet does not 
make them interested in the course or event.

1 Review and practice

1 

Answers
 1 (c) faced
 2 (a) daunting
 3 (a) babbling
 4 (b) pick up
 5 (c) relied on

 6 (b) distinguished from
 7 (c) lacking in
 8 (a) benefited from
 9 (c) succeeded in
 10 (a) intelligible

2 

Answers
1 Giant multinational research centre Sci-Corps seems 

to have abandoned its research into cloning after 
pressure from the government.

2 Ex-President Michael Nkrumah is said to be recovering 
well from the stroke he suffered last Thursday

3 Michaela Kritzkoff, the explorer who disappeared for 
a month while canoeing along the Amazon, has been 
found in a village in Brazil. It is believed that she had 
drowned during a storm.

4 British Commonwealth boxing champion Roderick 
Bland appears to have finally retired, at the age of 46.

5 And finally, it seems as if summer really is coming. 
Sarah Smith reports on tomorrow’s weather.

3 

Answers
 1 By the time she finishes her degree, she will have 

been at the university ten years. 
 2 correct
 3 I feel healthier now that I have taken up kickboxing.
 4 Where were you? I’ve been waiting here for an hour.
 5 It was a shock when I saw him. I would have expected 

to see a big man, but he was tiny. 
 6 When she got to work, she found out she had been 

fired. Her desk was empty, everything gone.
 7 Hi, John! We’ve just been talking about you!
 8 It’s 9 o’clock. Mandy will have landed at the airport 

by now.
 9 I’d been running for years before I entered my first 

competition.
 10 We’ll have used up all the world’s oil long before 2100.

4 

Answers
1 A: Have you ever been to Prague?
 B: Yes, I know it like the back of my hand.
2 A:  How many women have succeeded in Formula 1 

racing?
 B: I don’t know offhand, but not many.
3 A:  Can you help me? I need some information about 

space travel.
 B: I know next to nothing about it.
4 A: When’s the best time to go there?
 B: As far as I’m concerned, never.
5 A: Who’s Michael Vaughan?
 B: I’ve never heard of him.
6 A: Who’s the President of Colombia?
 B: I can’t tell you off the top of my head.
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